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President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, DC 20500
USA

30 July 2003
Dear Mr. President
It is with much ca occrn that I have homed that six detainees, =cog thorn Ferea Abbasi, Mosuzam
Begg and David Each have been named wake the Military Order on the DetenZon, Treatment, and
The Military Order, allowing for
Trial of Certain Non-Citizens In the War Against Terrorism.

indefinite detention without any charges being brought or a trial taking place, provides ody very
limited measures to guarantee a fair trial, which is why I strongly appeal to the U.S. government to

replace it with regulations more in line with international standards.
I would also like to urgently ask the U.S. government not to bring the six named individuals before a
military corrunission and to retina level recognisably criminal charges against them and try than in a
court that respects internationally recognised standards for fair trials including the right to appeal or
release them otherwise. Crxrrictions by a military commission will always be received with much
MOM scepticism than those by a civilian must.
Equally, it should be noted that the conditions the detainees were held under, not kaist the apparently

'indefinite' nature of it and the denial of any contact with legal advisers so thr, will most likely cast a
shadow over any plea bargains snuck with the proseoution.
I am encouraged by the fact that my strong opposition to capital punislaneot is shared also by the
British and Australian governroents, but would like take the opportunity and ask for all other national
to be exempted from the death penalty as well.
Finally, I want express my fear that the U.S. government's behaviour in this affair might be
undermining its claims to be connnitted to the rule of law.
Thanking you very much for your attention to this serious and important matter, I rennin

sincerely yours

ScAuutA44
Cc.: Cohn Powell, Secretary of State, 2201 C Street, N.W.. Waal:11%10u, DC 20520, USA
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